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Perichoresis In Gregory Nazianzen and Maximus the Confessor
Abstract
The doctrine of perichoresis applied to Trinity is the mutual coinherence or interpentration of the Persons of
the Godhead. Applied to Christology, perichoreo is, first, the reciprocal passing of characteristics and titles
between the divine and human natures hypostatically united in Yeshua. Secondly, it also describes the distinct
but intimate union between Christ's natures. Historically, the Trinitarian use of perichoresis grew out of the
christological use of perichoreo first developed by Gregory Nazianzen (A.D. 4th century) and then,
subsuquently, explained by Maximus the Confessor (A.D 7th century). Maximus, often directly commenting
on Gregory's use of perichoreo, seeks to expound upon the union of the divine and human nature in Christ.
This essay begins with an investigation into Gregory's use of the term and concept of perichoreo followed by a
summarization of the findings . After this, Maximus' use of the concept and term of perichoreo/perichoresis in
his Quaestiones Ad Thalassium, Ambigua 1-5, and the 2nd Letter to Thomas will be analyzed and summarized .
Lastly, this essay demonstrates how Maximus follows and advances Gregory's use of perichoreo in said works
as well as notes the discontinuity between Maximus' use and Gregory's.
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INTRODUCTION 
 
The doctrine of pericho  re sis (interpenetration/coinherence/passing 
reciprocally)1 first began in Scripture, specifically in John 17. However, the early 
church would struggle for terminology to describe these realities for some time. The 
first use of the verb pericho    o (from which pericho  re sis is derived) appears in 
Gregory of Nazianzus’ wo ks. In Gregory, the term is used in several different ways. 
Also in Gregory, there are passages where he describes perichoretic realities 
without using either of the two terms above. The term(s) would gain greater 
cu   ncy b tw  n G  go y’s tim  (4th century) and Maximus the Confessor (7th 
Century).2 Maximus is heavily reliant on Gregory. The goal of this essay is 
threefold. Fi st, this  ssay s  ks to analyz  G  go y’s us  of pericho    o and texts 
which carry heavy perichoretic conceptions.3 S cond, t xts f om Maximus’ 
Quaestiones Ad Thalassium, Ambigua 1-5, and the 2nd Letter to Thomas will be 
analyzed to observe Maximus’ use of the term and also to investigate, as with 
Gregory, passages which carry significant perichoretic conceptions. Lastly, this 
essay seeks to explain how Maximus  spous d G  go y’s us  of th  t  m/conc pt 
and how Maximus advanced the concept/term.  
 
Pericho    o IN GREGORY NAZIANZEN 
 
EPISTLE CI 
 
G  go y Nazianz n’s c l b at d Epistle CI, “To Cledonius the Priest against 
Apollinarius,” s ts th  foundation fo  this inqui y into Pericho    o . After defending 
that Ch ist’s fl sh is ind  d human fl sh (assum d σαρξ) and not some heavenly 
fl sh which “cam  down f om h av n,” G  go y off  s som   xplanation of difficult 
verses which could be contrived to teach th  notion of “heavenly flesh” of Jesus.4 
Even with the difficulty presented by the terms used in these verses, Gregory the 
                                                 
1 The doctrine of pericho  re  sis can either be applied christologically, that is, to help explain 
the relationship of the natures in Christ that are hypostatically united, or it can be applied to the 
members of the Trinity to show how they are related. Specifically, the doctrine is frequently used to 
show how th  m mb  s of th  T inity a   “in” on  anoth   y t distinct. Lik wis , th  natu  s which 
are hypostatically united in Christ are distinct and in some sense interpenetrate one another, but 
Christological pericho  re  sis needs more nuanc  sinc  th  “indw lling” o  “int  p n t ation” is of 
unequal natures (human is less than divine). Much of this essay focuses on this nuancing of the 
christological pericho  re sis, so its defining elements will be handled in route.  
2 E.g. Pseudo-Cyril 
3 Because of the limited number of texts which deal with the perichoretic relationships in 
Gregory, it was possible to analyze his works exhaustively; although, Ora. 22 should also be 
investigated, but room did not allow. However, with Maximus, the sources investigated had to be 
limited because of the great number that address the perichoretic relationship in the hypostatic 
union in Christ.  
4 E.g. “Th  S cond Man is th  Lo d f om h av n.” This could imply that Ch ist’s fl sh was his 
prior to incarnation and consequently His flesh would not be human flesh but only have a likeness of 
human flesh.  
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Theologian states that it is still accurate to speak this way because of the union of 
th  h av nly λογος with the earthly σαρξ. He argues that saying “Ch ist dw lleth in 
you  h a ts” is not saying that th  physical, visibl  man Y shua is in th  saints. 
Rather, it is that invisible, non-corporeal subsistence (i.e. Spirit) of God and Christ 
which dwells in saints. The name “h av nly man,” lik wis , is accu at  b cause it is 
appropriate to combine the names because of the true union (duo fuseo n) in Yeshua 
(the hypostasis). Pericho    o first appears as a theological term while Gregory is 
addressing these problems.5 So h  says, “th  nam s b ing mingl d lik  th  natu  s, 
and flowing [pericho   o ] into one another, according to the law of their intimate 
union.”6 Even as the natures (divine and human) have been unified, so follows the 
mingling of the names. Leonard Prestige says that Gregory does not actually apply 
the term pericho    o to the natures hoping to make the case that pericho    o  should 
b  d fin d as “to pass   cip ocally” o  “to int  chang  with.”7 The sense is of 
something being passed reciprocally between two sides of one object as when a flat 
plate is rotated from one side to the next. If a plate could pass something from one 
side to the next, it would then pass this something to its opposing side and then this 
opposing side would pass something of itself back to the side which first passed. The 
ph as  “two sid s of on  coin” captu  s th  m aning w ll, but the material on one 
side of the coin would need to be different from the material on the other side so 
that th i  substanc s’ diff r. Prestige seeks to distance the term pericho   o  from its 
f  qu nt d finition as “int  p n t ation” o  “coinh   nc ” claiming that this usag  is 
 a   until John of Damascus’ popula ization of th  t  m as such in the 8th century.8 
However, the mingling of the names happens because of th  logically p io  mingling 
of th  natu  s  “    ρ α   ω , ω  σπ ρ τω    σ  ω , ο   τω     α  τω   λ σ  ω ,  α  
π ρ χωρο σω     ς α λλ  λας τω  λο γω τ  ς σ       ας.” R nd   d lit  ally, this stat s  
“b ing mix d/mingl d just as th  natu  s, thus  xactly also th  titl s, and 
interpenetrating/interchanging into/between one another by the reason of intimate 
union (T ans. min ).”    is a particle of exactness, used to clarify the heightened 
exactness of a statement. Cont a y to P  stig ’s claim, G  go y do s apply 
pericho    o to the natures—more logically than grammatically. Because the mixing 
of the natures is the archetype (model) which the titles (houto de kai) replicate 
exactly, pericho rouso  n explains the relationship between the natures. And if the 
relationship of the natures is the archetype for the titles, then the archetype, as 
being more basic and supplying the model for the titles, represents the pristine 
occurrence of pericho    o . It should also be added that, grammatically, both kle seo n 
and fuseo  n are feminine nouns. It is not clear which feminine noun pericho  rouso  n is 
modifying. It is frequently true that it would be the nearest antecedent but this is 
not as regular in Greek as in English. Gregory could very well have fuseo n in view 
                                                 
5 V  na Ha  ison, “P  icho  sis in th  G   k Fath  s,” St. Vladimir's Theological Quarterly 
35, no. 1 (1991), 56.  
6 Gregory of Nazianzus, Epistle CI, par. 4.  
7 Leona d P  stig , “P  icho  o and P  icho  sis in th  Fath  s,” Journal of Theological 
Studies 29 (1928), 242.  
8 Ibid.  
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or both feminine nouns. Although this argument disagrees with Prestige, he offers 
an invaluabl  insight in his “to int  chang  with/pass   cip ocally” d finition, 
especially for developing an adequate christological pericho re sis. Effectively, 
P  stig ’s d finition amounts to th  communicatio idiomatum: the properties and 
hence the titles proper to those properties interchange between the natures. In this 
way, P  stig  avoids th  s v    difficulty of th  “how” of th  int  p n t ation of th  
human nature into the divine nature—a problem because of the impassibility of the 
divine. Instead, Prestige can say that the properties of one nature are appropriated 
by the other nature, and vice versa (hence, passed reciprocally). Yet in this he can 
maintain the particular distinctness of either nature without the accompanying 
difficulti s ti d to th  conc pt of “int  p n t ation.” 
 
ORATION 18.42 
 
G  go y’s o ation 18, s ction 42, provides the next instance for this study. 
Consid  ing th  d ath of his fath  , G  go y  uminat s, “Life and death, as they are 
called, apparently so different, are in a sense resolved into (pericho rei), and 
succ ssiv  to,  ach oth  .” Prestige thinks this passage teaches and supports his 
argument for pericho    o as “int  changing with/pass   cip ocally.”9 Contra this, 
Verna Harrison rightly claims that Prestige misunderstands, saying that G  go y’s 
very point is to show how life is contained in d ath, and d ath in lif   a moth  ’s 
body brings forth life but she herself is a container of vice and, therefore, sin and 
death.10 Death and life are seen to be intermixed, to interpenetrate one another.  
Again, as in the former text analyzed, the manner of this interpenetration is not 
addressed. Gregory applies this term with the meaning of 
interpenetration/coinherence because he is reflecting upon how the one (life) is in 
the other (death). Noteworthily, Gregory also suggests the double reality of 
pericho    o as both static and dynamic. Life comes forth from a body of death (via 
birth) yet in this new life is contained death (a body of sin). So there is both 
movement (dynamic) and rest (static).  
 
ORATION 30.6 (1) 
 
Although the next text does not explicitly contain pericho  o or any of its 
derivatives, it contains a perichoretic conception and works with the language that 
was acceptable and familiar to Gregory during his time: i.e. using terms like mixing, 
blending, and mingling.11 In this study, precedent for closely relating perichoretic 
conc ptions with languag  of this so t has al  ady b  n obs  v d in G  go y’s 
                                                 
9 Ibid.  
10 Ha  ison, “P  icho  sis in th  G   k Fath  s,” 56.  
11 Ibid., 54. Stoic usage of verb cho  rein has s ns  of “go,”  xt nd,” and “contain.” In 
Nazianz n’s Ch istology “p obably us d th  compound f om of perichorein in this sense with the 
prefix peri expressing the completeness (di’ holo  n) of th  mutual int  p n t ation.” 
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Epistle CI. There he uses   ρ α   ω  (mixing) and th n  mploys π ρ χωρο σω  to 
explain further, appositionally expounding on the nature of the mixing.12 Later with 
the ongoing existence of Apollarianism and the growth of Nestorianism, terms 
connoting mixing, confusion, or which were vague about the notion of the union 
between the natures in Yeshua were banned (esp. post Chalcedon). Gregory, 
however, was before the doctrinal terminological exactness of this period and 
therefore appropriates the terms available.   
With this in mind, Gregory writes, 
 
But, in the character of the Form of a Servant, He condescends to His 
fellow servants, nay, to His servants, and takes upon Him a strange 
form, bearing all me and mine in Himself, that in Himself He may 
exhaust the bad, as fire does wax, or as the sun does the mists of earth; 
and that I may partake of His nature by the blending. Thus He 
honours obedience by His action, and proves it experimentally by His 
Passion. For to possess the disposition is not enough, just as it would 
not be enough for us, unless we also proved it by our acts; for action is 
the proof of disposition.13 
 
What is evil in the human is dissolved (exhausted) with the purpose of making the 
human pa tak  in th  natu   of Y shua “by th  bl nding.” The properties of the 
divinity of Yeshua passed to humanity. G  go y’s discussion is asymm t ical, 
focusing on the divine properties passed to the human. Both the hypostatic union 
and the consequential sanctifying union–not a full developed theosis, but tending in 
that direction–are in view. The former refers to the humanity united to Meshi  ah 
and the latter refers to the humanity of Gregory (and presumably any saint) united 
to Meshi  ah . It is because of the first activity of the divine, in uniting itself (the 
divine) to the human nature, which enables this divine passing of properties to the 
humanity of a saint. So although “bl nding” is us d, th  imm diat  cont xt 
demonstrates that Gregory has in mind the divine activity affecting and benefiting 
the humanity of the saints. Divinity assum s humanity and, in this, th  “bad” of 
humanity melts away so that the divine affects upon the human are apparent. 
There is no explication or suggestion that the humanity changes the divinity. Apart 
f om th  m aning of th  wo d “bl nding” its lf, th    is littl  indication of 
symmetrical blending between divinity and humanity. What is plain is the 
asymm t ical activity of th  divin  upon humanity, how v   “upon th  humanity” is 
                                                 
12 The function could be otherwise than appositional. Nevertheless, the explanatory 
significance of many of the other participial functions should be duly noted: e.g. manner = in the 
manner of interpenetrating; means = by means of interpenetrating; temporal = while 
interpenetrating. In any of these cases, there is still an explanatory element and, hence, an 
appositional element. Also whether pericho rouso  n is directly modifying the main verb or the former 
participle, it is still explaining, either correlatively being used with kirnnameno  n to explicate the 
main verb or, as suggested in the main text of this essay, being used to modify a former participle 
though dependent upon the main verb still for its temporal relations.  
13 Gregory of Nazianzus, Oration 30, sec. 6.  
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to be understood.  In sum, the divine activates the process of union and because of 
the union, humanity is made to partake of the divine; what is evil in humanity 
becomes dissolved. Sinful man is obliterated leaving man in his noble and true 
human form.  
 
ORATION 30.6 (2) 
 
Another passage coming from Oration 30.6 bears on the issue of pericho    o . 
His comm nts allud  to th  familia  languag  of 1 Co  15 28 saying, “But God will 
be all in all in the time of restitution; not in the sense that the Father alone will Be; 
and the Son be wholly resolved into Him, like a torch into a great pyre, from which 
it was   ft away fo  a littl  spac , and th n put back.”14 Paul is discussing the 
future of the kingdom and the binitarian relationship between the Father and the 
Son; lik wis , G  go y is discussing th  “tim  of   stitution” and that   lationship 
between Father and Son. The English translation has the extremely equivocal word 
“  solv ” ca  ying th  p  icho  tic m aning.15 This word in not left ambiguous by 
Gregory. He clarifies it with the example of the torch and pyre. The meaning is 
cl a ly “to b  contain d in so as to b  dissolv d.” The torch, for a time, will maintain 
some semblance of what it is until the pyre disintegrates it. This text provides the 
unique opportunity of defining how pericho   o in Gregory should not be understood. 
Whatever semantic boundaries and resulting connotations for pericho   o result 
f om this study, it may b  said that th  m aning is not “to b  contain d in so as to 
b  dissolv d.” Also important is th  small adv  b “wholly.” Th  Son “wholly   solv d 
into” th  Fath   ruins the potential for some remaining distinctness. Conclusions 
follow from this: 1) the distinction of the Son is not merely economic; 2) pericho    o 
does not threaten the unique distinctions among the persons; and 3) it is not the 
Father alon  who will b  “God all in all” but also th  Son and—from the teaching of 
the homoousion of the Spirit in Oration 31—the Spirit as well: if homoousion, then 
God.16  
 
ORATION 31.14 
 
Another text not explicitly containing pericho    o but extremely important 
towards perichoretic conceptions in Gregory is a section in Oration 31.14. For the 
pu pos s h   , only th  analogy of th  sun in th  passag  is th  di  ct conc  n  “  
the Godhead is, to speak concisely, undivided in separate Persons; and there is one 
                                                 
14 Cf. 1 Cor. 15:28  “Wh n all things a   subj ct d to him, th n th  Son hims lf will also b  
subj ct d to him who put all things in subj ction und   him, that God may b  all in all.” It is wo th 
noting that though Paul m ntions “God also/ v n Fath   (theo  kai patri  )” in v. 24, he does not 
app nd “kai pat  r” to the final clause: instead only God (theos) appears— “  that God may b  all in 
all.” 
15 P  stig , “P  icho  o and P  icho  sis in th  Fath  s,” 242. He notes that pericho    o  can 
b  d fin d as “  solv d into.” 
16 Gregory of Nazianzus, Oration 31, sec. 10.  
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mingling of Light, as it w    of th    suns join d to  ach oth  .”17 There is some 
dispute over the perichoretic conception contained in this text. Theodorou has 
taught that this t xt shows th  “loving coinh  [ nc ] of th  th    P  sons.”18 Egan 
objects.19 First, the term did not appear until later in a Trinitarian context (Pseudo-
Cyril the first according to Egan). However, Egan does allow that Ps. Cyril did find 
“suppo t” fo  his T inita ian perichoresis teaching in Gregory. Certainly, the 
Trinitarian perichoretic conception cannot be denied for this is the very reality 
Gregory is seeking to explain through the analogy of suns. Commenting further, 
Egan claims that “Ps. Cy il appa  nt lack of satisfaction with G  go y’s 
presentation of the divine unity in Or. 31.14 is a sign that Ps. Cyril did not find, in 
that t xt, an und  standing of T inita ian p  icho  sis id ntical with his own.”20 
The term pericho  re  sis does not appear in Gregory as Egan rightly notes. However, 
Egan’s analysis that Ps. Cyril only finds support for pericho  re  sis and that 
Theodorou is wrong for using the term to commentate on Oration 31.14 is amiss. 
Egan stat s that Th odo ou’s us  of th  t  m is unsatisfacto y “b caus  h  do s not 
  f   to th  lat  app a anc  of that t  m, as us d in a T inita ian cont xt.”21 It is 
difficult to und  stand how G  go y’s discussion is not a T inita ian cont xt, unl ss 
what is m ant by “T inita ian cont xt” is that th  t  m “T inity” o  on  of its 
derivatives appears near or in it.22 Or perhaps Egan is referencing the appearance 
of the term pericho  re sis (as opposed to pericho    o  ) during the beginning stages of 
the Trinitarian debates.23 Egan is right that pericho  re sis does not appear until later 
but perichoretic concepts can be presented with other terms and pericho    o appears 
in a numb   of G  go y’s t xts. But do not the terms in Oration 31.14—Godhead, 
one Godhead, three Persons, monarchia, and timelessly equal mediate Trinitarian 
concepts even to a robust measure of Trinitarian elegance? Additionally, it is not 
                                                 
17 Ibid., sec. 14. Th  full   cont xt follows  “What is our quarrel and dispute with both? To us 
there is One God, for the Godhead is One, and all that proceedeth from Him is referred to One, 
though we believe in Three Persons. For one is not more and another less God; nor is One before and 
another after; nor are They divided in will or parted in power; nor can you find here any of the 
qualities of divisible things; but the Godhead is, to speak concisely, undivided in separate Persons; 
and there is one mingling of Light, as it were of three suns joined to each other. When then we look 
at the Godhead, or the First Cause, or the Monarchia, that which we conceive is One; but when we 
look at the Persons in Whom the Godhead dwells, and at Those Who timelessly and with equal glory 
have their Being from the First Cause—th    a   Th    Whom w  wo ship.” 
18 A. Th odo ou, “Light as Imag  and Symbol in th  Th ology of G  go y Nazianzos,” 
Theologia 47 (1976), 254.  
19 J.P. Egan, “Towa ds T inita ian P  icho  sis  Saint G  go y th  Th ologian, O ation 
31.14,” The Greek Orthodox Theological Review 39, no. 1 (1994), 85-93.  
20 Ibid., 93.  
21 Ibid. 
22 Gregory was addressing the Christological issues and not the later Trinitarian ones. This, 
however, does not mean that the writings of Gregory did not address Trinitarian matters, even if 
inadvertent and implicit.  
23 All Christological controversies either indirectly or directly affect the later Trinitarian 
discussions. Any sharp bifurcation between the Christological controversies and Trinitarian 
controversies is due to historical developments, not because of the lack of conceptual overlap between 
the two.  
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cog nt to obj ct to Th odo ou’s us  of th  wo d b caus  h  did not cit  wh    it fi st 
appeared. Ev n if Th odo ou’s usag  is anachronistic, the sufficiency of the term 
pericho  re  sis fo  d sc ibing G  go y’s t aching in O ation 31.14 can b  us d, 
especially since–as just argued above–G  go y’s cont xt is a T inita ian on  
(heavily so). Even Egan admits that Ps. Cyril found support for his teaching from it, 
thereby supporting the usefulness of it for perichoretic formulation. Gregory 
provides the perichoretic groundwork and gives an analogy for a Trinitarian 
pericho  re  sis through summary of Oration 31.14. In Oration 31.14, the symmetry 
between the Persons is explicitly demonstrated (i.e. equal glory) and they are 
“undivid d in s pa at  P  sons.” It will b  som  tim  until th  ph as  “undivid d in 
s pa at  P  sons” achi v s th  concision of th  t  m coinh   nc  (pericho  re  sis), but 
this lack of terminology does not nullify the conceptual evidence found in this text 
through differing, but equally illuminating terms—even if not as precise as 
pericho  re  sis.   
 
SUMMARY OF GREGORY 
 
Gregory first uses the term pericho    o theologically in Epistle CI. The sense 
th    follows th  d finition off   d by P  stig   “to pass   cip ocally,” which 
 ff ctiv ly m ans “to  xchang .” It should be noted that the term α  τ  οσ ς will 
b com  th  p  val nt t  m us d to connot  “ xchang ” in the later Maximus the 
Confessor’s wo ks. A question presents itself: why not use antidosis to show 
exchange if that is all which is meant in Gregory? The term, after all, according to 
Liddell and Scott dates back to Athens.24 Pericho   o in Epistle CI was applied to 
both the names and natures, the latter being the model and basis for the former. 
Life and death are understood by Gregory (Or. 18.42) to pass into one another and 
then one is contained in the other. This shows both movement and symmetry 
between death and life. Both act upon one another and are contained in one 
another. In 30.6 (1), Gregory presents the deifying of the human. This is a 
developing theosis and it occurs by the divine properties passing to humanity. This 
deifying is heavily asymmetrical: the divine both activates the process and is the 
sole penetrator in the process, piercing through humanity and changing it. In this 
sam  cont xt, th  wo d “bl nding” app a s. Semantically, this word would seem to 
imply some measure of symmetry but G  go y’s cont xt  xclud s this f om b ing a 
real possibility. The next section in 30.6 (2) addresses the binitarian (and 
Trinitarian by extension of context to Or. 31) relationships. How pericho   o should 
not be defined is given: coinhering (for a time) unto dissolution. From this, it is 
evident that the distinctions in the relationships are not merely economic, that 
pericho    o does not threaten distinctions, and that all three persons of the Godhead 
will b  “God all in all.” Lastly, the analogy of the light of the three suns (Or. 31.14) 
rightly presents the perichoretic concept (pericho    o = interpenetrating) of the 
                                                 
24 Lidd ll and Scott, “Antidosis,” in Intermediate Greek Lexicon, 7th ed. (Oxford: Oxford, 
1990). The term means “ xchang ” in both X nophon (6th o  5th c ntu y B.C.) and A istotl .  
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mutual relationships in the Trinity, albeit without the precision of the later term 
pericho  re  sis. The only danger entailed in the analogy is the possibility of 
introducing a fourth element alongside the three persons, namely, the mingled 
light. Gregory does recognize this potential problem arising from his analogy and 
discusses it in 31.33.25 In this analogy, there is symmetry between the persons 
(“ qual glo y”). Th y a   distinct y t sha ing on  common light. Mo  ov  , th y 
dw ll in on  anoth  ’s light, which is common to all three. The term pericho  re sis 
does not appear but the development of the perichoretic concept is evident, so much 
so that Ps. Cyril later comments on the analogy at length.26 
 
Pericho    o IN MAXIMUS THE CONFESSOR 
 
QUAESTIONES AD THALASSIUM 
 
V  na Ha  ison’s a ticl  d als at l ngth with a section concerning Maximus’s 
deification of the human as it pertains to the concept of pericho    o .27 (Because of the 
l ngth of Maximus’ t xt, it is included below).28 Harrison notes that this is a 
soteriological text, additionally formulating the activity of theosis in salvation. 
Since the “  v lation is th  in xp  ssibl  int  p n t ation of th  b li v   towa ds 
(o  “with” pros) th  obj ct of b li f” th    is p  suppos d that th  Obj ct has mad  
Himself available. Harrison writes that in Maximus this process of deification is 
activated from above (from God) but it occurs from below, the believer 
interpenetrating into the divine.29 Revelation of God and by God is the objective 
Content and Activator, which corresponds to the subjective illumination achieved 
through faith. It is hard to tell but Maximus may b  using th  wo d “  v lation” as 
illumination, having th  m aning of “  v lation   c iv d and pa ticipat d with.” 
This is  vid nt wh n h  says that “[r]evelation is the inexpressible interpenetration 
of the believer towards the object of belief and takes place according to each 
b li v  ’s d g    of faith.” Th    v lation is som thing “of th  b li v  ” which 
                                                 
25 Egan, “Towa ds T inita ian P  icho  sis  Saint G  go y th  Th ologian, O ation 31.14,” 
88-92.  
26 Ibid., 86-90.  
27 Ha  ison, “P  icho  sis in th  G   k Fath  s,” 57-60.  
28 G.E.H. Palmer, Philip Sherrard, and Kallistos Ware, eds. and trans., The Philokalia: The 
Complete Text, 5 vols. (London, 1979), under "Quaestiones Ad Thalassium." Th  t xt   ads  “Th  
soul’s salvation is th  consummation of faith. This consummation is th    v lation of what has b  n 
believed. Revelation is the inexpressible interpenetration (pericho  resis) of the believer towards (pros) 
the object of belief and takes place according to each b li v  ’s d g    of faith. Th ough that 
interpenetration the believer finally returns to his origin. The return is the fulfillment of desire. 
Fulfillment of desire is ever-active repose in the object of desire. Such repose is eternal 
uninterrupted enjoyment of this object. Enjoyment of this kind entails participation in supranatural 
divine realities. This participation consists in the participant becoming like that in which he 
participates. Such likeness involves, so far as this is possible, an identity with respect to energy 
between the participant and that in which he participates by virtue of the likeness. This identity 
with   sp ct to  n  gy constitut s th  d ification of th  saints.” 
29 Ha  ison, “P  icho  sis in th  G   k Fath  s, 58. 
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functions to enable participation with/towards the divine. Also,   v lation “tak s 
plac  acco ding to  ach b li v  ’s d g    of faith.” This hardly sounds like objective 
revelation in itself.  
The term pericho re  sis continues to develop significantly through Maximus. 
Th  conjoining of “ v  -activ ” with “  pos ” const ucts th  pa adoxical “  st in 
mov m nt” o  “  st with mov m nt.” With this paradox, the distinction between the 
coinherence and interpenetration is manifest. Pericho  re sis can be translated as 
either because of the semantic elasticity of the word. On the one hand, coinherence 
emphasizes the static, that is, repose. On the other hand, interpenetration 
highlights mov m nt, that is, th  “ v  -activ .”30  
Although Maximus says that “th ough int  p n t ation th  b li v   finally 
  tu ns to his o igin” this cannot assum  a full interpenetration into the divine 
since Adam (in Eden) did not originate in the divine, but rather instead by the 
divine. And if Adam is said to o iginat  “in th  divin ”—as in some interiority of the 
Godh ad’s infinit  non-spatial space—this must b  qualifi d by b ing “in” y t 
completely distinct and other than the divine—or else pantheism or panentheism 
follow clos ly b hind. What v   this “  tu n”  ntails it is disp opo tional to th  
original state of man in the garden. That dignity which first belonged to man but 
was lost is restored, achieving proportionality. Yet the latter dignity of man is 
greater than the first, inasmuch as the union and intimacy between God and man is 
greater in Christ than prior to the unification with Christ. In sum, man returns to 
his origin as more than the Edenic man.  
Theosis is plainly seen. By participating in the divine, man becomes like the 
divine. But how is this obtained? It is noteworthy that the preposition used is προς 
and neither    ς nor   . Pros conveys motion, usually over a distance (trans. 
“towa ds”). Also, pros when used in the context of relationships (personal) can be 
t anslat d as “with.”31 Unfo tunat ly, th  diff   nc  in m aning b tw  n “with” and 
“towa ds” in this cont xt is  no mous. The personal, yet metaphysical, context adds 
to the difficulty. It does not make it clear whether to translate this word as 
“towa ds” o  “with.” Should it b  t anslat d in vi w of th  p op  ti s (and  n  gy; 
energeia) and m taphysical   aliti s (i. . “towa ds”)? O  should it b  t anslat d in 
view of the personal relationship achi v d by th  m taphysical union(s) (i. . “with”)? 
Th    is a cont xt of mov m nt but also of   lationship. If “with” is chos n th n th  
translation of pericho re  sis as “  cip ocally passing”—as proposed by Prestige—
wo ks w ll  “R v lation is th  inexpressible reciprocal passing (pericho  resis) of the 
believer with (pros) th  obj ct of b li f and tak s plac  acco ding to  ach b li v  ’s 
d g    of faith.”32 How v  , this is fo c d b caus  “b li v   with th  obj ct” must 
m an “th  b li v  ’s human p op  ti s with th  obj ct ” The other option of 
“towa ds” is b tt   and confi m d by th  motion impli d in th  imm diat ly 
                                                 
30 Ha  ison, “P  icho  sis in th  G   k Fath  s,” 53-54.  
31 Also, although this preposition takes objects in either the genitive (with) or accusative 
(towa ds), th  p  position’s t anslation is f  qu ntly cont xtual d  iv d as in John 1 1  ... προς το  
θ ο  = with God.  
32 P  stig , “P  icho  o and P  icho  sis in th  Fath  s.” 
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following s nt nc   “R v lation is th  in xp  ssibl  int  p n t ation (pericho  resis) 
of the believer towards (pros) the object of belief and takes place according to each 
b li v  ’s d g    of faith. Through that interpenetration the believer finally returns 
to his o igin.” With “towa ds” b ing us d, th  n xt qu stion is on  of magnitud .  
To what extent does the believer (the human) interpenetrate toward the 
divine? The three prepositions formerly mentioned show nuance regarding motion. 
προς emphasizes the actual motion of movement.    ς carries a similar meaning but 
highlights the end or the goal of the movement.    shows the achieved end of 
motion, that is, arriving and being contained at said destination. Pros shows the 
reaching toward, the grasping out, but can be used to maintain the impassibility of 
the divine. Maximus thus distances humanity from actually interpenetrating the 
divine (fusis). Instead, humanity is continually moving toward the divine in its 
interpenetrating. But why both   calling this “int  p n t ation” if there is no 
interpenetration? Maximus, however, by means of    ργ  α, can teach an 
interpenetrating of the human into the divine life: i.e. namely, humanity 
interpenetrating into the divine energeia. Th  p  position “in” app a s s v  al 
times towards the end of th  s ction  “   ntails pa ticipation in supranatural 
divin    aliti s, “  in the participant becoming like that in which he participates 
 ”, and “ n  gy b tw  n th  pa ticipant and that in which he participates 
[ mphasis min ].” And to close the section Maximus explicitly identifies the 
energeia to be what deifies humans. Maximus, when explaining how the 
interpenetrating occurs, specifies the interpenetrated locale to be in the divine 
energeia, at which point he is comfortable to use the preposition en.  
To close this section, Harrison reminds of an important point: since Maximus 
teaches a real interpenetrating of the believer into the divine (energeia), the human 
element in the hypostatic union in Christ must be thought to interpenetrate more 
than this. In the hypostatic union in Christ, it is the natures which are considered 
to be perichoretically related. In the believer and divine relationship, the divine 
penetrates the human nature but the human nature only penetrates the divine 
energeia. With Christ, the penetration must be more than this because it is the 
divine nature which is receiving the perichoretic activity from the human nature. 
Although the pericho re sis of believers is asymmetrical—human nature is 
penetrated by the divine but human nature not penetrating the divine nature, but 
only divine energeia. It is not at all clear that it is so with Christ.33   
  
AMBIGUUM 2 
 
In Ambiguum 2, Maximus explains the hypostatic union. He does not use the 
term pericho  re sis but his teaching effectively uses perichoretic concepts to 
supplement the communicatio idiomatum.34 Ch ist is “th  hypostasis of two 
                                                 
33 Ha  ison, “P  icho  sis in th  G   k Fath  s,” 58.  
34 Lars Thunberg, Microcosm and Mediator: The Theological Anthropology of Maximus the 
Confessor, 2nd ed. (Peru, IL: Open Court Publishing Co., 1995), 23. He notes that pericho  re  sis in 
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natures, of the uncreated and the created, of the impassible and the passible, 
  c iving without fail all of th  natu al p incipl s of which h  was th  hypostasis.”35  
Whatever principles (= properties) belonged to either nature, the hypostasis, who is 
Yeshua, received them. Maximus does not advance the concept of percho  re  sis but 
reaffirms what has already been observed in Gregory: namely, the passing 
reciprocally of the properties between natures. Maximus is discussing the 
relationship between the two natures and the one hypostasis. Inasmuch as the one 
hypostasis Yeshua receives the properties, likewise the natures share them. No 
explanation of the sharing is offered in the near context.  
 
AMBIGUUM 3 
 
Ambiguum 3 contains several advances regarding the relationship between 
th  natu  s as hypostatically unit d  quoting G  go y Nazianz n, Maximus’s w it s, 
“in that h  b cam  man, h  was God b low, sinc  it was mix d with God, and h  has 
become one. In this, the better part achieved the victory, so that I might become god 
to th  d g    that h  b cam  man.”36 The term pericho  re sis does not appear in the 
section Maximus is quoting. Still, because of the proportional language used–“to the 
degree that”–this text provides insight into the perichoretic relationship of 
natures.37 Maximus accounts th  fact that sinc  G  go y says Y shua “b com  on ,” 
this indicates that Gregory means one hypostasis. If G  go y m ant “on  thing” h  
could have used the masculine numeral one (heis, instead of hen). Maximus claims 
that Gregory was cognizant of this. Turning from this, Maximus addresses 
G  go y’s stat m nt  “so that I might b com  god to th  d g    that h  b cam  
man.” Comm nting, Maximus says, “[you] a   d stin d to b  shown fo th by 
[grac ’s] pow   “to th  d g    that” th  on  who is God by natu   b cam  fl sh and 
shared in our weakness, for the deification of those who are saved by grace 
co   sponds  to th  d g    of his s lf- mptying.”38 Whatever the magnitude of the 
divin ’s cond sc nsion is also th  magnitud  of humanity’s asc nsion. Th  
activation of this process is (by) the divine which then entails a certain measure of 
asymmetry. Nevertheless, the proportionality between the condescension and 
ascension has no energeia in view. Christ condescends to become flesh; man 
ascends–by the initial activation of the divine–to become divine. There is a 
symmetrical relationship between the two. In Ch ist’s cond sc nsion, a   al 
hypostatic union occurs between the natures. They remain wholly distinct but 
                                                                                                                                                             
Maximus is not the communicatio idea but that pericho  re sis modifies and qualifies the communicatio 
idea. 
35 Joshua Lolla , “Ambiguum 2,” in Maximus the Confessor, Corpvs Christianorvm in 
Translation, pt. 2 (Belgium: Turnhout Brepols Publishers, 2009), 8.  
36 Ibid., 10.  
37 It might be asked why this text was not addressed in the Gregory section. Because 
Maximus was writing post Chalcedon with a greater terminological arsenal—with many clarified 
terms compared to the 4th century—his use of proportional phraseology, especially in view of his 
controversial humanity-penetrating-the-divine, deserves greater scrutiny. 
38 Ibid., 12.  
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interpenetrate or pass their properties reciprocally.39 Because of the proportionality 
discuss d by G  go y and Maximus, th  b li v  ’s human natu   asc nds to 
penetrate the divine nature. Without energeia to protect the impassibility of the 
divine, this passage is left with humanity either interpenetrating into the divine 
nature or passing human properties to the divine nature. In both cases, the 
impassibility of the divine becomes threatened. Can the divine nature of God be 
humanized by humanity interpenetrating in the divine? And if the divine 
interpenetrated in humanity but humanity only penetrates towards the divine, why 
say this is proportional? Certainly, the divine nature interpenetrated the human. If 
the proportionality is real, then the humanity interpenetrates the divine. Christ 
became man to the degree that the divine nature interpenetrated humanity; man 
becomes god to the degree that humanity interpenetrates the divine. Although 
pericho    o is not used in the passage, the proportionality between the condescension 
and ascension is a strained difficulty. 
Maximus, in Ambiguum 4 offers an elongated explanation40 of Gregory 
Nazianz n’s Oration 30.6,41 which has already been reviewed in the section on 
Gregory above. There it was found that the language of mixing and blending—as in 
Epistle CI—is closely associated with pericho   o , even with pericho ou so n being 
used to explain more completely what was meant by kirnameno n (mingling/mixing).  
Maximus adopts the earlier and less controversial understanding of the relationship 
between the natures in Christ: namely, that the properties exchange (pass 
reciprocally) between them. To this, though, he does add his own understanding of 
activity (energeia). It is interesting that, although he chooses the less controversial 
of the possible definitions for the perichoretic relationship, he nevertheless 
introduces energeia. This becomes especially important in view of the last section on 
Ambiguum 3. Why, when Maximus was discussing the less controversial 
                                                 
39 From the context, it is impossible to tell which sense might be more correct; the Ambiguum 
ends shortly after the section quoted above.  
40 “Fo  in th   xchang  of th  divin  and fl shly h  cl a ly confi m d th  natu  s of which h  
himself was the hypostasis, along with their essential activities, i.e., their movements, of which he 
himself was the unconfused unity, a unity which admits of no division with respect to the two 
natures of which he was the hypostasis since they naturally belong to him. This is because he acts 
monadically, that is, in a unified form, and by means of each of the things that are predicated of him, 
he shows forth the power of his own divinity and the activity of his flesh at one and the same time, 
without s pa ation  B caus  of this,  v n whil  suff  ing, h  was t uly God, and  v n whil  
working wonders, the same one was truly man, since he was the true hypostasis of true natures 
according to an ineffable union. Acting in them both reciprocally and naturally, he was shown truly 
to preserve them, preserving them unconfused for himself, since he remained both dispassionate by 
nature and passible, immortal and mortal, visible and intelligible, the same one being both God and 
man by natu  .”  
41 “  since the Word was neither obedient nor disobedient. For these concepts pertain to 
those who are under authority, to those who have a secondary status: the one (obedience) to those 
who have a more agreeable disposition, the other (disobedience) to those who are worthy of 
chastisement.  And as the form of a slave, he condescends to those who are his fellow slaves and his 
slaves, and he takes on a form foreign to himself, bearing my entirety in himself, along with the 
things that pertain to me, that he might consume the worse aspect in himself, as fire consumes wax, 
o  as th  sun vapo  of th   a th, that I might pa tak  of what is his b caus  of th  bl nding.” 
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“ xchanging” did h   mploy energeia (in Amb. 4) but not in the more difficult 
passage (Amb. 3) dealing with the proportionality? One possible answer is that in 
Ambiguum 3 the term pericho    o does not appear but in Ambiguum 4 Maximus is 
directly addressing G  go y’s us  of th  t  m “bl nding.”  In Ambiguum 3 the 
perichoretic relationship is only implied whereas in 4 it is directly in view. 
Whatever the case, Maximus to adamant to preserve the distinction in unity while 
appropriating the pericho    o concept  “Acting in th m both   cip ocally and 
natu ally, h  was shown t uly to p  s  v  th m  unconfus d fo  Hims lf.” 
 
AMBIGUUM 5 
 
Maximus achieves a penetrable divine nature (or energeia) in Ambiguum 5, 
which is his commentary on St. Denys the Areopagite (= Pseudo-Dionysius).42 He 
begins by quoting Denys who says that Yeshua performed human things 
transcendently. About this, Maximus says: “  d monst ating in an  xalt d union 
that the human activity is assimilated to the divine power without being changed. 
Since human nature was united to divine nature without confusion, it has 
penetrated through the whole [Emp. mine].”43 Th  “it” is a   f   nc  to th  human 
nature which is made clear by th  imm diat ly following s nt nc   “It has 
absolut ly nothing loos  and s pa at d f om th  divinity ”44 To this Maximus 
adds the strong preposition of passing (through) which impli s an “into,” a “within,” 
and an “out of.” The penetrable-n ss of this “whol ” is  vid nt but Maximus do s 
barricade against any possible assault against impassibility (of the divine)–or at 
least the immutability of the divine nature–by affirming that the human nature 
was not changed. It is a lesser to greater argument. If the human nature is 
penetrated by the infinitely more potent divine nature yet unchanged, then the 
human nature penetrating through the whole–the divine, vastly more powerful–
cannot change it. What is not clear is why Maximus is comfortable to say that the 
penet ation of th  human by th  divin  c  at s a “n wn ss of mod s” by Y shua 
“poss ssing th  mod  of b ing b yond human natu   conjoin d to th  p incipl  of 
b ing of human natu   ” This “n wn ss of mod s” do s not caus  any “alt  ation 
in rational principle.”45 It is lik ly du  to Maximus’ energeia that he can speak such 
for what is a mode but the manner of activity. So even if humanity penetrates the 
divine, it does so by means of a newness of modes, which is a change in the activity 
(energeia) but neither threatens to make the divine nature changeable nor passible. 
This teaching, however, when investigated further will constitute a serious threat to 
impassibility. The believer may only penetrate through the whole by means of a 
newness of mode but what of Christ. Even though Maximus confirms the union of 
the divine and humanity, he quickly adds that it creates a newness of modes, 
                                                 
42 Pseudo-Dionysius, Pseudo-Dionysius: The Complete Works, ed. John Farina, trans. Colm 
Luibheid (New York: Paulist Press, 1987).  
43 Lollar, Maximus the Confessor, 26-27.  
44 Ibid., 27.  
45 Ibid.  
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explicitly dealing with the person of Christ. But Christ is a subsistent hypostasis 
(among the members of the Trinity) who now has humanity conjoined to His nature 
and He does not merely dwell in the peripheral sphere of energeia but is one in 
nature with the divine.46 If there is an interpenetration of the divine by the 
humanity of Christ, then this must mean something more than only 
interpenetration into the energeia—or whatever the penetration of a believer into 
the divine entails.47 But if it is a penetration through the nature, how is it logical to 
speak of the impassibility of the divine, having been passed through by creation? 
And further, if this interpenetration constitutes a change in God—even if only an 
addition—does it make sense to affirm the perfection of God? It seems difficult to 
accept that humanity has interpenetrated (in and through) the divine without 
change or confusion; the movement of something within the divine–from outside–
would s  m to “shift” on  thing o  anoth  .48 In sum, Maximus is careful to guard 
impassibility but leaves the doctrine weakened in several ways. He does present a 
significant advance and trajectory for further thought and, in his defense, the 
mysteries of the union are ripe with ambiguities, as his titles clearly portray 
(Ambigua = difficulty).  
Shortly after this passage, Maximus continues with the difficulty by 
discussing th  “th and ic activity” of D nys.49 He equally affirms the 
int  p n t ation  “who knows how God b com s fl sh, and   mains God? How, 
remaining true God, is he true man, truly demonstrating in himself the natural 
existence of both natures, and each through the other, while being changed in 
  f   nc  to n ith  .”50 Maximus apparently knows the criticisms that are possible 
of th  “p n t ating-th ough” of th  divin  by humanity lik  th  on s list d abov . 
He takes bastion in apophaticism at this point, explicitly affirming the darkness of 
men on the manner (how?) of the union. What is strange is that he begins by 
commenting on the new theandric activity, “the activity is characteristic of a new 
myst  y ” but during his explanation he proceeds to affirm that one nature passes 
through the other and vice versa.51 Often, the penetrating of humanity of the divine 
is achieved, for Maximus, by help of energeia moving the discussion from nature to 
energeia to penetration. Strangely, his discussion moves in the opposite direction 
here: from activity to nature to penetration rather than distancing nature (divine) 
from the activity of penetration (by humanity) by means of the energeia. Perhaps 
his direct appeal to apophatic theology attains for him a new freedom of expression, 
                                                 
46 It must be remembered that Maximus is dealing primarily with Christological issues so 
any sha p d nunciation o  quickn ss to assign fault to Maximus’ t aching in view of Trinitarian 
thought is amiss.  
47 Ha  ison, “P  icho  sis in th  G   k Fath  s,” 58.  
48 This “shift” is not to b  p  c iv d as spatial. Y t th  infinit  natu   of God may b  on  way 
to answ   th  p  v ntion of any “shift” d spit  th  int usion of something other.  
49 “It must b    m mb   d that Maximus is d aling p ima ily with Ch istological issu s so 
any sharp denunciation or quickness to assign fault to Maximus' teaching in view of Trinitarian 
thought is amiss.” 
50 Lollar, Maximus the Confessor, 30-31.  
51 Ibid., 30.  
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enabling him to write more boldly and more loosely about mysteria Christi  t D i  t 
ho minis (“myst  i s of Ch ist and God and humanity”) which deserve treatment but 
which are far beyond men. In close, it is noteworthy that Maximus, shortly after 
this section, returns to the interchanging of properties without change and without 
confusion. He is careful to protect the boundaries which his former thought may 
hav   ival d  “  th  mod  of  xchang  in th  in ffabl  union  achi v d in   sp ct 
to nature without change or co-mingling of each part with the other.”52 
No study of pericho  re  sis in Maximus is complete without addressing his 
analogy of a heated sword.53 The quote below is from Abiguum 5, which is the 
revision of his first use of the analogy in a disputation.54 Maximus is more careful 
with his language in Abiguum 5 than in his Disputatio Cum Pyrrho. The analogy–in 
part–effectively communicates the exchanging of properties but fails to portray an 
equal penetration between the fire and iron, unless the penetration is conceived as 
one of synthesis or synergy. This, of course, results in the confusion of either fuseis 
or energeiai, either undergoing some extent of melding. Maximus was not ignorant 
of the difficulties of this analogy and later abandoned using them.55 The analogy 
had the same problem as most analogies attempting to describe the divine realities 
of hypostatic or Trinitarian theology: they are only useful to a degree and, when 
relied upon to heavily, are given to error. 
 
SECOND LETTER TO THOMAS 
 
Th  last s ction add  ss d in this study is found in Maximus’ Second Letter 
to Thomas. Towa d th   nd of Maximus’ l ngthy salutation, h  comm nds Thomas 
and th n says, “You hav  mad  th  conv  g nc  with that which t uly is mix d with 
desire and fear of the Creator the distinctive mark of both [wisdom and virtue], 
according to which the whole of yourself has been mixed with the spiritual state of 
th  whol  God.”56 Here is found mixture language (mixed-with). This is limited, 
though, by what the whole of Thomas is being mixed with: it is neither simply theon 
nor is the fusis theou but the spiritual state theou. Giv n that th  “spi itual stat ” 
                                                 
52 Ibid., 32-33. 
53 “Fo  it is just as wh n a swo d has b  n h at d  what is abl  to cut b com s abl  to bu n, 
and what is able to burn becomes able to cut (for just as fire was united to iron, thus also the burning 
of fire was united to the cutting of the iron). The iron has become able to burn by a union with the 
fire, and the fire becomes able to cut by a union with the iron. Neither thing has undergone a change 
with respect to mode of exchange with the other in the union, but each has remained, in the identity 
of what was composed in the union, without falling from what belonged to it according to nature. 
Likewise, in the mystery of the divine incarnation, the divine and the human were united 
hypostatically, where neither of the natural activities was displaced because of the union, and 
neither was acquired after the union as something unrelated, as though it was divided both from 
what was composed and what was co-hypostasiz d.”  
54 Maximus the Confessor, Disputatio Cum Pyrrho, 91.  
55 Elena Vishnevskaya, Perichoresis in the Context of Divinization: Maximus the Confessor's 
Vision of a "Blessed and Most Holy Embrace" (Madison, NJ: Drew University Dissertations, 2004), 
212, Proquest Dissertations (accessed March 29, 2011).  
56 Lollar, Maximus the Confessor, 38.  
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is contemplation—intellectual activity—in much of Maximus,57 this likely means 
energeia so that the whole of Thomas is mixed with the energeia of the whole God. 
This section is not using precise terminology. Clearly, Maximus knows that 
mixture-language is dangerous (cf. Council of Chalcedon) and much of his work is 
designed to safeguard against confusion (as in his frequently used term, 
α  σ γχ τως). It is better, therefore, to understand Maximus’ language here as being 
due to the non-formal and non-technical nature of a personal salutation. There is 
still a real active humanity mixing (penetrating?) with the divine so that, again, it 
is found that Maximus understands a real, active role of humanity penetrating 
(mixing) the divine.  
 
SUMMARY OF MAXIMUS 
 
 The potent section from Quaestiones Ad Thalassium demonstrates that 
Maximus sees theosis occurring by means of the divine energeia. There is an 
advanc  in G  go y’s id a of mov m nt and   st  in G  go y’s  umination on lif  
and death (Or. 18.42) the two are seen to move into one another and be contained in 
one another. Maximus makes this explicit by discussing the life of the saint as one 
of an “ v  -activ    pos .” Though this passage approaches teaching a real 
penetration into the divine by the human nature, it does not achieve it due to the 
preposition pros. Maximus says the saints will return to their origination but this 
return is thought of in terms of pros which emphasizes and conceptualizes the 
movement or journey unto somewhere. So Maximus’   tu n is   ally a “  tu ning” 
without end. In what sense can this be called a real return if the destination is 
never reached? There is both asymmetry and partial symmetry in this text. The 
divine activates the process but the believer penetrates towards (pros) the divine. 
There is certainly more asymmetry than symmetry. On the side of symmetry is 
Maximus’ us  of th  t  m   v lation. Eff ctiv ly, it m ans illumination in 
participation (received revelation = illumination = participation). Still the 
participation is only a movement toward (pros) and so does not threaten 
impassibility. Maximus is far bolder in this text to understand the human 
penetrating into the divine energeia. The preposition en is seen on multiple 
accounts near the end of the text and theosis is accomplished by the human 
penetrating into the divine energeia. In Ambiguum 2, there is no real advance of 
pericho  re  sis. He is content to reproduce the pass reciprocally meaning as already 
d v lop d in G  go y’s Epistle CI. Ambiguum 3 presented proportionality between 
the divine descent and the human ascend—by means of the prior divine descent. 
There is no energeia in view in this text but the question should be asked if this 
passag  n  ds to b  s  n in light of Maximus’ b oad   t aching. Allowing that 
energeia is not appropriated, this text presents asymmetry by its reliance on the 
divine for the activation of the process but then becomes symmetrical. The human 
                                                 
57 As seen imm diat ly b fo   this s ction  “Thus, th  mann   of lif  of thos  who p actic  
contemplation is an unwavering demonstration of wisdom, and the principle of contemplation of 
those engaged in the practical life is the firmly established foundation of virtue (Ad Thom., 37).” 
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penetrates the divine to the degree that the divine penetrated the human. Maximus 
is commenting on Gr go y’s t xt and so  xplicating fu th   th  p opo tionality of 
man becoming divine. This text, through this proportional teaching, contends to 
teach a real humanizing of the divine. It seems that proportional phraseology 
should be avoided if the penetrating is really only asymmetrical. Ambiguum 4 
returned to the typical “pass   cip ocally” d finition but Maximus int oduc s his 
energeia. What was strange was that he added energeia in Amb. 4 with the less 
difficult meaning of pericho  re  sis (pass reciprocally) than was found in Amb. 3. Since 
he did add energeia in Amb. 4, it seems strange that had he intended the 
penetrating in Amb. 3 to mean into energeia, he would leave it out in Amb. 3. This 
supports understanding Ambiguum 3 as teaching the human nature penetrating 
into the divine nature and not merely into the divine energeia. In Ambiguum 5, 
Maximus achieves a real interpenetrating of the human nature into both the divine 
nature and energeia. H  mak s this sta k by using “th ough (dia).” Somehow, the 
divine fusis is not changed though passed through just as the human nature was 
passed through by the divine. Maximus do s us  th  conc pt and ph as  “n wn ss 
of mod s” which was a gu d to m an th  mann   of activity (mod  = activity = 
energeia). But  v n if this “mod ” is applicabl  to b li v  s it cannot b  applicabl  
in the same way to Christ. Even if believers were only to penetrate into the divine 
energeia, this cannot be the case with Christ; it must be something more. Maximus 
attempts to guard impassibility but nevertheless weakens it by teaching a full 
interpenetration of humanity through (dia) the divine. After recognizing the 
difficulti s of what h  has b  n t aching, Maximus’ thought mov d diff   ntly than 
typical. It went from activity to nature to penetration. The tendency is to distance 
the nature being penetrated by moving the discussion to activity and then say that 
humanity penetrates into the divine activity (energeia). The analogy of the heated 
sword worked to show the exchange of properties but failed to present the 
interpenetration accurate, thereby confusing it with synergy or synthesis. Finally, 
the 2nd Letter to Thomas said th  Thomas was mix d with God’s spi itual stat  
(which was argued to mean energeia). This passage again shows that, for Maximus, 
the human nature does not simply passively become penetrated by the divine but 
that it actively penetrates it as well, even if only the energy. What is certain is that 
the human nature is responding and penetrating something of the divine—this is 
uncl a  du  to th  ambiguity of “spi itual stat .”  
 
CONCLUSION 
 
 Gregory the Theologian uses pericho    o to show the passing reciprocally of 
the properties of Christ’s natu  s and the titles of those respective natures. He can 
also use the term to show one thing passing into another and therein contained. In 
his us  of “bl nding,” h  asymm t ically shows th  d ification of th  humanity by 
the divine. In no way, for Gregory, can pericho   o  m an “contain d in so as to b  
disint g at d.” But Gregory will use the term to describe Trinitarian relationships 
and not only the hypostatically united natures in Christ (Christologically). In the 
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final text dealing with the suns/mingled light, the perichoretic relationships are 
implied though neither pericho    o  nor pericho  re sis is used. There is symmetry 
b tw  n th  p  sons and th y dw ll in on  anoth  ’s light.  
 Maximus advances pericho re  sis—the noun form of pericho    o coming into use 
first by Ps. Cyril—by building on the movement of the interpenetration which 
Gregory began during his writing about life and death (Or. 18.42). To this, Maximus 
makes explicit the coinherence idea by the term repose and then, consequently, 
unit s that t  m with “ v  -activ ” into o d   to achi v  both   st and movement in 
on  id a  “ v  -activ  mov m nt.” Maximus’ t aching on pericho re sis remains 
strictly in a Christological context; he does not apply it to the Trinitarian 
relationships as does Gregory. He follows Gregory by showing the deification of the 
human as occurring through the asymmetrical penetration of the divine into the 
human. But Maximus also advances pericho  re sis here by his addition of energeia 
and his explicit teaching that the human nature does penetration the divine 
without confusion (esp. Amb. 5). Both Gregory and Maximus see the deification of 
humanity to be accomplished by pericho    o or pericho  re sis. Maximus is also 
comfortable to espouse the traditional meaning of pericho   o as s  n in G  go y’s 
Epistle CI (pass reciprocally). For both men, the initiation of the penetration is 
always from the divine side and thus always has that measure of asymmetry. Both 
men will struggle with proportional phraseology. Maximus more so as he seeks to 
 xplain G  go y’s m aning wh n h  us s it. I contend that this need to explain the 
proportionality is one of the reasons that Maximus vacillates between teaching an 
asymmetrical pericho re  sis (usually by using energeia) and a symmetrical one with a 
real penetrating of the divine by the human nature, presenting the possible 
humanizing of the divine. Both men are careful to guard impassibility, but 
Maximus more so, probably due to his need to explain in greater detail the 
relationship between the divine and humanity in Christ which led him into more 
controversial explanations. The thought that Maximus was inconsistent certainly 
arises but understandable so. Who can teach the divine mysteries without erring 
and without inconsistencies? In his great humility, he even recognized the weakness 
of his language as he sought to explain such mammoth ambigua. 
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